
Saltwaterdreaming Studio

The Sketchbook Journey

Week 1: Making friends with your sketchbook.

'I haven't yet done a painting- but a pile of research that will bear 

fruit, many documents that will serve me for a long time.' Gaugin.

1. Sketchbooks: A4 or A5. A3 is also very good, but very big to carry or 

to manage in a high wind or in the car. Hardbacked, ring bound, soft 

cover? It is always good to have a thick cardboard back to the book. 

Which way up do you prefer the book to be? That is, Landscape or 

Portrait? With the Portrait format you get a large square across two 

pages, which may be useful. Paper is important so look at it carefully 

and  decide  what  suits.  Watercolour  paper  and  cartridge  paper  are 

usually easy to find. Books of coloured papers are interesting. Some 

people make their own books with various papers in the book. We 

shall be making our own personalised sketchbooks later in the course.

2. Equipment: 2B pencil  is the most versatile.  Softer pencils  smudge 

and can be messy in the field. Rubber, pencil sharpener. Pencil case. 

Pencil  cases  are  important-  why should  schoolchildren  have all  the 

fun? Clips, rubber band or a loop of elastic to hold pages flat in high 

winds. If you use charcoal, take a can of hairspray to fix the drawings. 

Pen- black or sepia.Pen may be fibre tipped, fountain pen, biro, gel 

pen. Bottles of ink and dip pens are very invonvenient to carry. Small 

tray  of  watercolour  paints.  Selection  of  water  colour  pencils  or 

Aquarelles.

3. More about equipment: to all of the above you could add a folding 

chair or stool, knapsack, sun hat, sunblocker... or you could just carry 

the  minimum.  On  my  'saltwaterdreaming  journey'  which  was  four 

months  wandering  about  the  southern  hemisphere,  I  carried  three 

hardbacked A5 sketchbooks with good cartridge paper, one A4 ring 
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backed  sketchbook,  pencil  case  containing  two  2B  pencils,  rubber, 

sharpener, fine fibre sepia pen, 3 travelling sable watercolour brushes, 

pencil roll of 24 Derwent Inktense pencils. Next time I will probably 

leave the Inktense pencils behind.

4. Philosphy  and  Metaphysics:  So  what  is  the  purpose  of  the 

sketchbook? The answer to that is highly personal and may very well 

change over time. You might use your sketchbook as a record of a 

place or journey; as a resource for future paintings; for fun; fantasy or 

imaginary drawings; a journal which is almost a diary; as a record of 

trees, birds, sea shells, flowers. Some artists use one book at a time 

and file it for reference when full. Others have several in use at any 

one time.

5. Decisions and planning: it's all about decisions and planning. The 

process you are currently engaged in will show possible journeys as an 

artist.  Sooner  or  later  you  will  find  that  you  are  feeling  strong 

preferences for the type of book you want to use, or the paper or the 

medium. Then you may find yourself with an intense desire to draw 

trees or dogs and perhaps a particular tree or dog, so you begin to 

plan how you will do this- a pencil drawing or a painting? It is all in the 

palnning. Some interesting things emerge from using a sketchbook, 

the view of  a landscape you draw will  be deeply imprinted in your 

mind, far more than a mere photograph.

6. Photography: There are many schools of thought and eventually it's 

your decision. Use a camera or not, as you please. Be aware, however, 

that a photograph of a scene is at best a reminder with perhaps some 

colour notes. Slavish copying of a photograph results in a dead piece 

of work- too much detail and not enough depth. It is good to get into 

the habit of jotting colour notes onto the sketch at the time.

7. When to sketch? Any time and anywhere, but be safe and sensible. 

If you are standing in a busy place, stand with your back to a wall. The 

reaction of bystanders depends on  what country you are in. In South 

America people came up to me and looked and chatted with interest. 
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In the South Pacific the local people would want a detailed explanation 

of  each  drawing.  In  Africa  people  just  like  to  look,  but  are  rather 

confused about why you are doing such a thing. In France people chat, 

though  with  the  unspoken  question  'who  does  she  think  she  is, 

Renoir?'. In the UK no one ever says a word but creep about behind 

you and peer over your shoulder. If the person ever speaks, it will be 

an australian or an american! If you feel shy about drawing in public, 

acknowledge the fact and work on getting over it.  Most people are 

thrilled that you are sketching their house, village, cow or whatever. 

Keep  working  on  increasing  your  speed  so  that  you  can  take 

advantage of short periods of time to draw a scene.

8. Start to draw: 

● try pencils of different grades

● 10 minute sketch

● 10 minute sketch

● 5 minute sketch

9. Points to ponder: 

● Draw every day.

● Work on improving drawing speed.

● Leave out excess detail Try half closing your eyes and draw 

what you see.

10.  Homework:  Do  a  drawing  every  day,  at  home,  inside  and  when 

alone.6 drawings. Any size, style and format.
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